REQUIRED TOOLS
Power drill and a drill bit
Type and size dependent on hook model and ceiling material
Pencil
Ladders, a tall chair or similar to reach the ceiling

Sviwels (2 pcs)
Are attached to
the curl hooks
)

Measuring tape

RINGS
USER MANUAL
ver.

1.0

READ THIS MANUAL CAREFULLY BEFORE INSTALLING
AND USING YOUR LILLAGUNGA RINGS.

WARNING!
		
		

Don not place the rings near an open fire
or other sources of strong heat, such as electric
bar fires, gas fires etc due to the risk of fire.

WARNING!
		
		
		

Avoid placing the ringsover hard floor
ground materials such as asphalt, concrete or
glazed tile. Use softening materials to reduce
impact in case of an accident.

INSTALLATION

NOTE			
		

This manual guides you through the installation
and use of your Lillagunga Rings to a ceiling.

NOTE			
		

This product is intended for indoor use. Please
refer to “outdoor use” for more information.

2. Use the ladders to reach the ceiling. Make sure that the ladders
are stable and stand firmly, drilling vertically may distract your
balance.

NOTE			

This package does NOT include curl hooks.

3. Use a measuring tape and mark two points at 50 cm apart from
each other. Drill two holes, and screw the hooks into the ceiling.

NOTE		
		

This product is intended for home use. The
rings shall be used by one (1) person at a time.

4. Rotate the ends of the curl hooks pointing to the side.

NOTE		
		

This product is NOT intended for children under
3 years of age.

6. Test before use.

NOTE		

The maximum permitted weight is 90 kg.

WARNING!
		
		
		

We do not take ANY responsibility for possible
accidents or damage caused by failure or
neglect to follow, or misunderstanding this
manual.

Rope locks (2 pcs)
Used for adjusting the
height)

Rope (2 pcs)
The length is between
2,2 - 4,2 meters

1. Reserve at least two (2) meters in front/behind, and on both
sides of the rings.

5. Make sure that both hooks are tightly in place.

WARNING!
Ensure that the hooks will be attached to a
		
bearing part of a ceiling. Consult an expert in
		 uncertainty.

Weight for
whole product:
920-1060 g

Rings (2 pcs)
Material: Oak or birch
Size: 191x225 mm, ø 25 mm

ADJUSTING HEIGHT

fig. 1

fig. 2

MAINTENANCE AND
SAFETY

fig. 3

The rings must be inspected once a month.

1. Loosen the knot of the UPPER ROPE LOCK by pulling up the rope
(A) end (fig. 1). Do NOT use the lower rope locks for height
adjustment.

B

•

All parts shall be inspected on a regular basis as they may
become safety risks if damaged or worn out.

•

If a fracture (clearly visible to the eye) is identified in a rope
lock, remove and replace it.

•

Inspect the ropes by sliding your palm gently over the ropes. If
the rope is damaged or torn, the braid may loosen up. Remove
and replace.

•

If a part gets worn out or damaged stop using the product

2. Slide the rope lock up and down to adjust (fig. 2)
a. To raise the rings: move the rope lock down by sliding
the looped rope (B)

A
B

b. To lower the rings: move the rope lock up by sliding the
looped rope from
3. Once the height is adjusted pass the loose end (A) back under
the loop, and tighten the knot by pulling the rope (B) in opposite
directions (fig. 3).

immediately and replace it to a new original Lillagunga part.
B

OUTDOOR USE

SAFETY IN MIND

NOTE		
A careful use and maintenance of the product
		
according to this manual will extend the 		
		
lifetime of the Lillagunga Rings, and prevent
		possible accidents. 				

CONTACT

This product is intended for indoor use. Outdoor use
is at own responsibility with the following guidance:
•

•

•

•

The rings must always be placed under shelter, properly
protected from rain.
Sun and moisture will eventually cause changes in materials.
These may appear as color changes, fractures or slight
change in shape (particularily the wooden parts).
Outdoor use weakens all parts and thus shortens the lifetime
of the rings. As outdoor conditions are very varying our
warranty applies only for indoor use.
If the rings are being used outdoors, always take them
indoors when not in use.

NOTE		
		
		

This package does not include components
or parts that a enables the attachment of the
rings to a tree or to branches.

Safety shall always be taken very seriously.
1. Do a routine check of the rings before use. See: “Maintenance”
2. Ensire that the knots are properly in place and tightened. An
modified knot is a serious risk.
3. Always use softening material under the rings.
4. Ensure that the both rings are adjusted at the same height, and
are in balance.
5. The rings are NOT designed or intended for swinging.
6. Only one person at a time may use the rings.

We are happy to assist you in all matters related to Lillagunga.
We do our best to respond to all incoming emails within 24 hours at:
info@lillagunga.com
WARRANTY
INDOOR USE: 3 years on all wooden and metal parts, 2 years on
ropes and leather parts. All related to material or workmanship defects.
This warranty does not apply to defects from normal wear and tear,
product misuse, after market product alterations, or failure to follow
instructions supplied with the product.

7. Avoid hanging up-side-down.
WARNING!
		
		

Uniq Works
NEVER leave a child unattended. A parent
B
should always have visibility to the rings, and
be within reachable distance from the rings.

lillagunga.com

